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An often celebrated aspect of human language is its capacity to produce an unbounded number of different sentences (Chomsky, 1965; Miller, 2000). For many centuries, the goal of linguistics has been to capture this capacity by a formal description—a grammar—consisting of a systematic set of rules and/or principles that determine which sentences are part of a given language and which are not (Bod, 2013). Over the years, these formal grammars have taken many forms but common to them all is the assumption that they capture the idealized linguistic competence of a native speaker/hearer, independent of any memory limitations or other non-linguistic cognitive constraints (Chomsky, 1965; Miller, 2000). These abstract formal descriptions have come to play a foundational role in the language sciences (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; Pinker, 2003). Despite evidence that processing difficulty underpins the unacceptability of certain sentences (Morrill, 2010; Hawkins, 2004), the cognitive independence assumption that is a defining feature of linguistic competence has not been examined in a systematic way using the tools of formal grammar. It is therefore unclear whether these supposedly idealized descriptions of language are free of non-linguistic cognitive constraints, such as memory limitations.

If the cognitive independence assumption should turn out not to hold, then it would have wide-spread theoretical and practical implications for our understanding of human linguistic productivity. It would require a reappraisal of key parts of linguistic theory that hitherto have posed formidable challenges for explanations of language processing, acquisition and evolution (Gold, 1967; Hauser et al., 2002; Pinker, 2003)—pointing to new ways of thinking about language that may simplify the problem space considerably (Christiansen & Chater, 2008; Gómez-Rodríguez & Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2017). Here, we therefore evaluate the cognitive
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independence assumption using a state-of-the-art grammatical framework, dependency grammar (Nivre, 2005), to search for possible hidden memory constraints in these formal, idealized descriptions of natural language. To delimit the set of possible grammatical descriptions, various classes or sets of syntactic dependency structures have been proposed. These classes can be seen as filters on the set of all the possible syntactic structures. Here, we consider projective structures and various classes of mildly non-projective structures (Gómez-Rodríguez, 2016).

We validate the assumption of independence between grammatical constraints and cognitive limitations in these classes of grammar using the distance between syntactically related words in a dependency tree as a proxy for memory constraints (Liu, Xu, & Liang, 2017). For a given sentence length $n$, we generate an ensemble of artificial syntactic dependency structures by exhaustive sampling for $n \leq n^* = 10$ and random sampling for $n > n^*$. These artificial syntactic dependency trees are only constrained by the definition of the different classes. They are thus free from any memory constraint other than the ones the different classes of grammars may, perhaps, impose indirectly. Strikingly, while previous work on natural languages has shown that dependency lengths are considerably below what would be expected by a random baseline without memory constraints (Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2004; Ferrer-i-Cancho & Liu, 2014), we still observe a drop in dependency lengths for randomly generated, mildly non-projective structures that supposedly abstract away from cognitive limitations. Our current findings show that memory limitations have permeated current linguistic conceptions of grammar, suggesting that it may not be possible to adequately capture our unbounded capacity for language without incorporating cognitive constraints into the grammar formalism.

Beyond upending longheld assumptions about the nature of human linguistic productivity, our findings also have key implications for debates on how children learn language and how language evolved. Whereas a common assumption in the acquisition literature is that children come to the task of language learning with built-in linguistic constraints on what they learn (Gold, 1967; Pinker, 2003), our results suggest that language-specific constraints may not be needed and instead be replaced by general cognitive constraints (Tomasello, 2005). The strong effects of memory on dependence distance minimization provide further support for the notion that language evolved through processes of cultural evolution shaped by the human brain (Christiansen & Chater, 2008), rather than the biological evolution of language-specific constraints (Pinker, 2003).
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